
FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE Brand Profile



FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE is a fashion jewellery & eyewear brand exploring the diversity of body ornaments via materials, techniques and functions. Fei
He, the founder, tends to adopt traditional goldsmith techniques to create contemporary gender-fluid accessories from recycled metal that
values versatility, encouraging users to wear their pieces how they please. Multi-functions，Edgy-chicness，Gender-fluidity and Sustainability
are the four key elements of FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE’s soul.

Established in 2018, the brand instantly built up its reputation with a striking series of modern jewellery and eyewear which got published on
magazines such as VOGUE, ELLE, L‘OFFICIEL, Harper’s BAZAAR, Fucking Young, KALTBLUT, PANSY, Dark Snow, etc., and later on worn by Olly
Alexander. It’s been selected as a “Black Sheep” by NOT JUST A LABEL; three of its collections has been recorded in Swarovski’s 20/21《Gem
Visions》and TRENDVISION’s《The Jewellery Trendbook – Forecast 2021+》. After a successful debut at Milan, Paris and Shanghai Fashion
Week, our next step is to introduce FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE to a wider audience, along with constant innovative and unique designs.



Interview on ARCANA Interview  on ARTUST



Interview  on UCIC



Interview on CLUSTER London



FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE featured on VOGUE Italia & VOGUE Arabia



FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE featured on L’OFFICIEL Ukraine & L’OFFICIEL Vietnam & L’OFFICIEL Maroc



FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE selected as BLACK  SHEEP by NOT JUST A LABEL 



FHstarsOlly Alexander wearing LABRIMOSA eyewear in《EUPHORIA》cover story



Topless baker wearing LABRIMOSA eyewear in《Dear Boy 》cover story Karolina Ferenstein-kraśko wearing FLUTE earrings in《VIVA!》cover story FHstars



FHstarsNakhane wearing mini white gold FOLD earrings on 《CRACK Magazine 》cover story



FHstars



FHstars



LUNA collection is a song to the moon. Inspired by Antoni Dvorak's 'Rusalka', this collection captures the sacred lumière
and grace of the female body with pure elegance and extraordinary craftsmanship. The variety of functions of these
jewellery offer the wearers ground-breaking ways to ornament themselves with a sense of moonlight.

LUNA collection



Mirrorland is inspired by Alice's journey to the fairy mirror. In the fantasy space of "I" and "I", the image of identity is refracted and decomposed by prism,
just as the western looking glass derives a magnificent flower. Geometric shapes originates from the cracks of broken lenses. The decoration of colored
gems implies that "I" is born with "I". The unique ways of adoring ourselves with jewellery always gives us the possibility of exploring another self in the
mirror parallel world.
Mirrorland has been recorded in Swarovski’s 20/21《Gem Visions》

MIRRORLAND collection



FOLD collection

FOLD originated from a lovely coincidence 3 years ago when I smashed waste paper into the bin, I accidentally brought in a slice of silver foil covered underneath.
After expanding it out, I was surprised to find that the metal showed a fascinating texture, which was shimmering after repeated reflection of light. I found it full of
charm. After countless metal-mixing and thickness matching experiments, I finally discovered a new rose gold formula, so that each piece of jewellery is large but
extremely light, yet strong enough to withhold its volume. As for the white gold jewellery, after delicate polishing, they will be plated in silver then in rhodium in order
to secure colour stability.



New FOLD collection

After a field trip to several major jewellery manufacture factories, I've seen how severely the pollution has harmed the environment which later on encouraged me to recycle metal
from unwanted jewellery, offering it a new life, offering our earth a better life. During my study and practice of jewellery making, my position has gradually turned from "I" to "us", I
think in an ethical way we jewellers share a responsibility to speak up with our work regarding the wrongs in society and FOLD collection is my statement.
Improvisation is the core of FOLD collection, but it is inseparable from long-term repeated experimentation and exploration. Each piece of FOLD jewellery is delicately handmade by
the designer and possesses a unique soul, capturing the viewers’ liquidity of the eye.



A Few of My Favourite Things collection

The coastline of Poole, UK has always been a special place in Fei's heart because this is where he found love. He picked a few fragments from his memories there and
turned them in to wearable objects.
FOLD pieces have been a repetitive element in FEIHEFEIHEFEIHE’s design, in this collection, they’ve been used to mimic actinia, coral and seashells, combined with
curvy lines inspired by waves, altogether they composed a melody of cosy summer beach night.



Fashion week appearances

Paris Fashion Week
Premiere Classe

Milan Fashion Week
Adelaide Showroom

Shanghai Fashion Week
Showroom Shanghai



www.feihefeihefeihe.com

feihefeihefeihe@163.com
+44 （0）7572234800


